
 

 

  
Hints and features:

The Nokian R-Truck Drive is a truck tyre
for the drive axle for year-round use in
various conditions, on construction sites,
forest paths and asphalted roads
The non-directional, open tread pattern
has good self-cleaning properties and
provides excellent grip in changing
driving conditions
Large tread blocks reduce material
separation and the formation of cracks
Stone ejectors in the main grooves
prevent the penetration of small stones
The low heat development during road
use enables even wear and a long
service life for the tyre
When on the road, R-Truck tyres are
particularly quiet and have a low rolling
resistance
All R-Truck tyres are characterised by
very good puncture protection, even in
the toughest conditions

   REIFEN 315 / 80 R 22.5
 156 / 150 K, TL, R-TRUCK DRIVE, 3PMSF
 NOKIAN (HA)

  Product-No.: 17466404

  
  Technical Information:

  Tyre size 315 / 80 R 22.5

TL / TT TL

LI / SI 156 / 150 K

Tread R-Truck Drive

Manufacturer Nokian

Specification 3PMSF

Recom. Rim 9.00

Permissible rim 9.75

Width [mm] 312

Outer diameter [mm] 1076

Static radius [mm] 500

Rolling circumference [mm] 3271

Payload in kg at kph (1) 4000 / 110

Loadcapacity Twin Truck 3350 / 110

Inflation pressure [bar] 8,25

Weight [Kg] 69

Rolling resistance D

Wet grip C

Rolling Noise DB 75

Rolling Noise Level B

Stud height [mm] 21,5

Zulassung ECE 54, ECE 117

M+S M+S

3PMSF 3PMSF

All technical information in this website is based on the information provided by the manufacturers. The content is non-binding and serves solely for information purposes

Bohnenkamp AG does not take liability for anything related to these details. Any liability for any immediate or indirect damages, claims for damages, consequential
damages of any kind or from any legal ground, which ensued from the use of information on this website, is, provided this is lawful, utterly ruled out.
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